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PREFACE
The two sections of this report previously received very limited
distribution as GCA Reports:
(1) GCA-TR-68-15-N (October 1968), "Range and Structure of
Ambient Density from 30 to 120 km Altitude," by Minzner
and Morgens tern.
(2) GCA-TR-67-16-N (August 1967), "Range and Structure of
Ambient Density from 0 to 120 km Altitude," by Minzner
and Mello.
The two reports are combined, and distribution is provided in the
interest of information exchange. Responsibility for the contents
resides with the original authors.
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RANGE AND STRUCTURE OF AMBIENT DENSITY
FRDM30 TO 120 KMALTITUDE
By R. A. Minzner and P. Morgenstern
GCA Corporation, GCA Technology Division
Bedford_ Massachusetts
S_t%RY
Altitude profiles of atmospheric temperature_ pressure and density
obtained from437 rocket soundings for various portions of the altitude
interval 30 to 120 km have been gathered for the purpose of performing
various statistical investigations. The soundings have been sorted into
homogeneous cells of a three-dimensional array defined by specific diur-
nal 2 seasonal and latitudinal categories. Six diurnal categories are de-
fined in terms of solar zenith angles and earth shadow heights rather
than in terms of standard or Greenwich time. Eight seasonal categories
are defined in terms of astronomical as well as continental climatologi-
cal considerations. Six latitude bands are defined in 15-degree incre-
ments with seasonal inversions to permit combining of southern and
northern latitude regions.
The quasl-homogeneous stratification of data has permitted the de-
termination of the independent influence of each of the three mentioned
variables on certain atmospheric properties. Two particular investiga-
tions involve the validity of statistical versions of the Gas Law and of
the Hydrostatic Equations (as applied to the generation of atmospheric
models) with data of various degrees of homogeneity. The results of
these computations are presented graphically and are discussed theoreti-
cally.
INTRODUCTION
A continuing and pressing requirement exists for reliable models of
the atmosphere for the purpose of aircraft# missile and booster design 3
and for the purpose of planning reentry patterns for Apollo and other
space missions. To he most usefulj these models must describe not only
the average state of the entire atmosphere 3 but should also provide esti-
mates of its time and space variability. The need also exists for ex-
tending our knowledge of these statistics to higher regions of the atmo-
sphere then those for which such knowledge is now available.
Now at National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Electronics R_-
search Center_ Cambrldge_ Massachusetts.
Now at Walden Research Corp._ Cambridge_ Mass.
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The missile and booster design requirements which this study serves,
deal primarily with launch conditions at Cape Kennedy 28°27 ' N latitude.
None of the data nor any of the stratifications of the data discussed be-
low apply specifically to this site. However, the major portion of data
used in this study is associated with the subtropical latitude belt (22.5 °
to 37.50). Thus, the results derived from these data are believed to be
directly relatable to conditions at Cape Kennedy.
The reentry requirements generally deal with atmospheric conditions
over a wide range of latitudes unless a particular mission permits the
reentry to be confined to a plane parallel with the plane of the earth's
equator. Thus, for the general case all latitudes mmst be considered.
This need is met by a consideration of data observed at sites ranging
from the tropics to the arctic.
This report summarizes the results from a program of research on
model atmospheres conducted for the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration under Contract NAS8-20098 in an effort to satisfy some of these
requirements. The work consisted of two distinct parts. The first part
dealt with a study on the time and space variability of atmospheric
density in the height interval 30 to 120 km. These statistical calcula-
tions were based on a collection of 211 upper-air soundings obtained by
means of instrumented rockets. The results of these calculations were
compared with the U.S. Standard Atmosphere [i]* and with the Patrick
Reference Atmosphere. The findings from this work have been documented
in a separate technical report [2]_ and are also included in Section II of
this report.
The second part of the research program was concerned with investi-
gating the validity and applicability of certain statistical models pro-
posed by Buell [3,4] relating the mean values, and standard deviations of
atmospheric density_ temperature and pressure as well as certain corre-
lation coefficients. The basic data set used for testing these models
was considerably enlarged over that used in the first part; the number
of soundings was more than doubled to 437 soundings. The densities,
temperatures, and pressures of this expanded set of data have been pub-
lished previously in a separate technical report [5] whereas this Section
provides a detailed discussion of the analysis techniques used and pre-
sents the statistical results obtained.
Numbers in [ ] represent reference numbers.
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DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The study reported below deals with the examination and verifica-
tion of two statistical equations under the conditions to which they
are subjected when various sets of observed data are used in their evalu-
ation. The first of these equations will be referred to as the statisti-
cal form of the Gas Law, while the second will be called the statistical
form of the Hydrostatic Equation. The statistical form of the Gas Law
was first published by Buell [4] without any verification by means of
numerical evaluation. The statistical form of the Hydrostatic Equation
was also published by Buell [3] but in this instance the results of
numerical evaluation were given for a limited data set extending from
the surface to about 15 km altitude. No evaluation has heretofore
been made for greater altitudes. The specific equations are given at
the end of separate derivations which establish the theoretical validity
of each equation.
Statistical Form of the Gas Law
It has been customary in the generation of recent model atmospheres
[1,6-12] to use the following procedure:
(I) Determine a mean temperature-altitude profile for the model
from available sounding data.
(2) Introduce this temperature-altitude profile and a single mean
pressure value into the hypsometric equation to compute a pressure-
altitude profile.
(3) Introduce corresponding values of temperature T and pressure p
from steps (I) and (2) into the Gas Law (or equation of state) to compute
density 0 for a density-altitude profile.
The equation of state is expressed by
R
p = R pT (1)
where M is the mean molecular weight of air and R is the universal gas
constant. Thus, while the model is based upon a mean temperature, de-
duced from a number of soundings, the density and pressure values are
derived as if there had been but a single sounding. It may be demon-
strated that the mean value of density and the mean value of pressure
as deduced directly from the basic data, for a particular altitude,
would not necessarily agree with the corresponding values of 0 and p
as deduced by the above model-generation procedure. The implication
of this situation is that while the simple Gas Law quite accurately
relates the thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere for a single
sounding it does not in general rigorously relate the corresponding
mean values derived from a number of soundings.
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If p, p and T are taken to be the corresponding values of the three
thermodynamic properties for a single sounding, and if pO _, and T a are
assumed to be the corresponding departures from the mean values _3 p and
T deduced from a number of soundings we may write
p = p + p' (2)
T = + T' (4)
Substituting Equations (2)_ (3) and (4) into Equation (i)_ and performing
the indicated multiplications yields a second form of the Gas Law which,
like Equation (I)_ is also applicable only to a single set of conditions_
i.e.3 only to a single sounding;
R (5)
The arithmetic average x of any group of n individual values x i is de-
rived by the mathematical operator
n
x = - x_
n i
i=l
Applying this operator to both sides of Equation (5) and noting that
Z pt = Z p / = r. T t = 0
leads to one version of the statistical form of the Gas Law:
R R Z pit /
n (6)
The quantity (Z p/T/)/n in Equation (6) is commonly known as the covari-
ance between variables P and T. The covariance is related to the corre-
lation between P and T by the definition
_- G[P] G[T] • r[p,T] (7)
n
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where r[pIT] is the correlation coefficient and _[p] and _[T] designate
the standard deviation of p and T3 respectively. Thus_ the simple form
of the Gas Law is satisfied exactly by the mean values of pressure 2
temperature and density only when the variations in p and T are uncor-
related.
Other versions of the statistical form of the Gas Law are:
RnZpZ- _o)_T)P=_ +_ 2
n
(8)
R _. + Zoo R n r oz - _o)0_T)
100 = 100 _ P _ n2 P
(9)
: _ _ + Ro-[_] - o-[_] • r [15_T] (lo)
zoo= IOOR_-i+IooR_-'_/_" __LT.1. r[_,Z]_ (ll)
R _ _ _rr_,T3)._ (12)_ _= ,.,_ + . .
p T
Each of these equations show one or another form of a correction which
must be made to the simple form of the Gas Law_ to make it rigorously
applicable to the mean values of P3 P_ and T when the correlatlon is non-
zero. The evaluation of one or more versions of this equation with ob-
servational data provides a means of determing the relative importance
of the correction term at various altitudes.
Equations (8) and (9) are those versions of the Gas Law which have
been evaluated term by term in this study 3 with values punched out ac-
cording to the format given in Appendix C. Values of _[p], _[T]3
_[p]/_, _[T]/T, and r[p_T] were also computed. The value of the co-
variance term of Equation (9) has been plotted as a function of altitude
for each of Ii0 different groupings of data. These graphs are presented
in Appendix A and show that the absolute value of this covarlance term
usually is small compared to I percent_ aml rarely exceeds 3 percent of
the rlght-hand side of the equation. This implies that the value of the
covariance term of Equation.(10) is usually much smiler than 0.01 of
and rarely exceeds 0.03 of p. One may imply that, to a first approxi-
matlon2 the value of the small quantity _[0] " _[T] • r[p3T] in Equation
(I0) hears a similar relationship to the relatively large value of pT in
that equation.
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For various reasons Equations (8) through (11) are not the most
deslrable forms to analyze for a determination of the dominant factors
in any particular data set or altitude region. A more desirable form
is arrived at by replacing p in the denominator of the covaria_ce
term of Equation (ii) by its two-term equivalent in Equation (i0).
After rearranging terms 3 one obtains
Z=R-_-+ _[pl • _[T1 • rio,T]
M P pT +_[p]" _[T]' r[p,T]
(13)
The value of the covarlance term of this equation is small compared
r[p3T ] is small compared to pT. The denominator of this small con-
variance term 3 however 3 consists of the sum pT + _[p] • _[T] • r[p_T]_
and only a very small error is introduced into this alrady small term
if this denominator is simplified to the principal term alone; i.e.j
to pT. We may therefore rewrite Equation (13) as
1 +  _Lal.p r[p,T] (14)
This form more readily shows the contribution to the correction term
provided by the variability of 03 T_ and by r[p3T ]. For the purposes
of this study the graphs of Appendix A may be considered to be an evalu-
ation of the convarlance term of Equation (14) expressed as a percent.
The analysis of these graphs is the subject of a separate paper in
preparation [13].
Statistical Form of the Hydrostatic Equation
From statistical considerations a rigorous version of the Gas Law
for the mean values of p_ p_ and T was found to involve _[P]3 _[T]_
and rip, T]. A statistical version of the Hydrostatic Equation; i.e._
one involving _[p]_ _[P]3 and r[p3p] may also be developed. We begin
with the standard form of the Hydrostatic Equation; i.e. 3 the form
applying only to the data of a single sounding:
_p = - go bz (15)
where g is the acceleration of gravity, and Z is geometric altitude.




Applying the averaging operator to Equation (16) yields
(17)
Subtracting Equation (17) from Equation (16) leaves
The variance of pressure may be stated as




Differentiation with respect to Z gives
1
(20)
Substituting Equation (18) into Equation (20) yields
-Z RO/V /
_[P] _Z = n (21)
If the summation in Equation (21) is performed at a single altitude and
at a single site, g is constant and can be taken out of the summation
leaving the covariance of p and p as a factor, Using the relationship
between covariance and the coefficient of correlation in the form ex-
pressed in Equation (7) 3 we may rewrite Equation (21) as
_Z_= -g ¢[p] - r[p,p] (22)
Equation (22) is the particular statistical form of the Hydrostatic
Equation which we evaluated.* In order to show how well this equation
is satisfied by the observed data we also evaluated the percent differ-
ence between the two sides of Equation (22); i.e. 3 we evaluated the
quantity
This equation is analogous to a relationship derived by Stidd [14] for




PIHY = - _ (23)
3z
In the evaluation of Equations (22) and (23)3 the value of the standard
deviation was obtained for each integer altitude while the value of
r[p#p] was obtained# also for each integer altitude 3 from the value of
the covariance of p and p# and from _[T] after the manner of Equation
(7). The value of _[p]/_Z 3 however 3 cannot be obtained for a single
altitude. Ratherj one must use data for three or more altitudes in a
numerical-differentlatlon process to obtain a mean value averaged over
ating this term was StirlingWs central-difference formula [1513
Z = _ 2 " 12 + .. (24)
In this expression f[Z] refers to _[p] at the various altitudes. The
subscripts refer to the kilometer altitudes of the measurement points
relative to the central altitude for which the evaluation is being made_
and Z_Z is the altitude increment. A minlmumof three points (one point
on either side of the central value) and a maximum of five pointsj
(two points on either side of the central value) were used to evaluate
the derivative.
It was initially intended to plot the quantity PIHY expressed by
Equation (23) as a function of altitude for various sets of data. The
value of PIHY 3 however_ was found to be a very erratic function of
altitude. The graphs would have been very difficult to read and of
questionable value. It was decided_ therefor to plot only an envelope
of successive positive and negative maxima of PIHY as a function of al-
titude. Graphs containing such envelopes of percent differences for
various sets of data are presented in Appendix B. These same figures
also contain graphs of _n _[p] as a function of altitude.
In retrospect it appears that it may have been more meaningful to
examine an integrated form of Equation (22); i.e.,
Z
0







[P ]i = _ [p ]o PO fo
..... +.S. [p]d
Pi zi
• r[p,p] dZ (26)
where g is assumed to be constant. In these equations the subscript, o,
is associated with the greatest altitude of the set of data and with
the corresponding values of _[p] and _. The subscript, i2 is associated
with successive integer-kilometer altitudes below Zo, and with the cor-
responding values of _[p] and _. For Zi sufficiently below Z^ the
quantity _o/_i becomes very small so that the term involving This ratio
may be neglected. We may then write
Z
O




ff[P]i = g if[p] " r[p,p] dZ
7"i
(28)
The percentage difference between the two sides of Equations (27) or
(28) may be expressed as , Zo •
gJff[p] " r[p,p] dZ
~ Z i
P2HY = 100 1 - (29)
_[P]i
No numerical evaluation of this expression has been mad4 under the con-
tract being reported• A subsequent investigation by Minzner and
Morgenstern [16] indicates that a much smaller and smoother difference
would have been found in the evaluation of Equation (25) than was found
in the evaluation of Equation (22).
Equation (28) suggests that the altitude profile of _[p] may be com-
puted from the related altitude profile of _[p]. This is true only if
one knows simultaneously the altitude profile of r[p,p], but this is
generally not known. For altitudes above 30 kin, however, the value of
r[p,p] has been found to remain within the limited range of about 40.5
to 40.98. Hence, using these values and known values of _[p] one ob-
tains upper and lower bounds on the value of _[p].
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The fact that g is not constant for varying altitudes may be compen-
sated for in the numerical integration process. When the above equations
are applied to sets of data made up of soundings from various latitudes3
however_ the value of g is not the same even for identical geometric alti-
tudes. In this instance Z may be consider to be geopotential in which
case g is truly a constant for all altitudes and all latitudes. To apply
the data to equations expressed in terms of geopotential 3 however 3 the
data must be grouped according to equal values of geopotential altitude.
This was no____tdonein the present study.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
In the altitude region 30 to 200 km, atmospheric data Imve been
obtained primarily by vertical sounding rockets, although vertical light
probes have also been used. In many instances only one of the three basic
thermodynamic properties is determined at any time-space point. If this
property Is determined over an extended altitude region at essentially the
same time, as in a near-vertical rocket-probe flight, this altitude profile
of a single property leads to altitude profiles of the other two thermo-
dynamic properties. If the basic data are for pressure versus altitude,
the temperature-versus-helght profiles m_y be deduced in principal from the
slope of the semi-log graph of pressure versus altitude_ that is
GM 1
T_) = _- d _n pCn)
dh (30)
where G is a constant numerically equal to the sea-level value of the
acceleration of gravity at about 45 ° latitude with dimensions depending
on those of geopotential [6]j and h is geopotential altitude. Thusj with
p(h) and T(h) determined, p(h) is determined from Equation (I). Actually,
the temperature determined is the mean temperature for the altitude interval
between successive pressure measurements. Unfortunately, for practical pres-
sure gauges_ the temperature uncertainty becomes very large when the altitude
interval is decreased to values less than 5 kmj and this method has not been
used extensively in the reduction of rocket sounding data.
If the primary data are values of density versus altitude of a specified
accuracy without an independent knowledge of temperature at the top of the
denslty-altitude profile3 one may determine a temperature-altitude profile
for all but the upper I0 to 15 km of the altitude region of the density data
[17 ]. This is done using a numerical integration form of the expression
h I
Pl GM /T2 = TI _2 + _ p(h) dh (31)
h 2
where h I is the geopotential of the greatest height for which a density value
exists_ i.e._ pl _ and h 2 is the geopotential associated with successive values
of densities p at successively lower heights, for which heights of the succes-
sive values of T 9 is determined. When hp is sufficiently below h I so that the
value T1(Pl/p_ ) Becomes small compared w_th T 2 for some reasonabl_ value for
TI, T_ Is aetermined essentially by the integral term of Equation (31). Thus_
for altitudes of i0 to 15 kmbelow hI down to the lowest altitude of density
data_ temperature-altitude profile may be determined from density-altitude
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data alone. The percentage uncertainty in T2 is comparable with the
percentage uncertainty of P2"
If the observed data consist of an altitude profile of temperature,
an additional piece of information consisting of a reference-level value
of pressure or of density is required to develop a related pressure-
altitude profile or a density-altitude profile. When this additional
piece of information is a pressure-height value, Po at ho, a complete
pressure-altltude profile may be determined.
If the temperature-altitude profile consists of a series of discrete
temperature-altitude values so that the segments between these successive
values may be taken as linear, the following equations may be used.
o dt
P = Po T o + (h - ho)L , for L = _ _ 0 (32)
and
GM (h - ho) ] dtP = Po exp - _ _- , for _-_ = 0 .
(33)
These are the equations which were employed in the calculation of various
standard and model atmospheres, Diehl [18]; Minzner and Ripley [6]; Minzner
et al. [7]; Minzner et al. [8]; U.S. Standard Atmosphere [i]. Other suit-
able series-expansion equations of the type discussed by Minzner [19] are
not limited to zero or nonzero values of temperature-altltude gradients,
and are far more desirable when values of L may approach zero yet are not
equal to zero.
The pressure equation of this latter type is
(h - No) - To + _ i + T i (34)
P = Po exp - (I/2)(T + To) _ T o
When the additional piece of information is a density-height value,




0 = 0o T O + (h - ho)L , for L --_ _ 0 (35)
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and
GM (h - ho)] dtP = Po exp R _ , for _ ffi 0 . (36)
In the case of digital data, where dt/dh may be any realistic value,
including values near zero as well as zero, Minzner [20] has shown that the
following rapidly converging series expansion is very convenient:
0 ffi PoeXp
Both Equations (34) and (37) are related to equations derived earlier by Nicolet
[21].
Following the use of Equations (32), (33), or (34) in conjunction with
the single pressure-altitude point, the density-altitude profile may be deter-
mined from Equation (I), or from combinations of Equation (i) and one of
Equations (35), (36), or (37). If Equation (35), (36), or (37) are first
used in conjunction with an initial density-altltude point, the related
pressure-altltude profile may be deduced using Equation (i) or a combina-
tion of Equation (I), (32), (33), and (34).
In the above methods, altitude was observed along with pressure, tempera-
ture, or density. Altitude need not be one of the fundamental observations,
however; it may be inferred. A corresponding pair of values of pressure P2 and
and temperature T2 at unknown altitude h2, where the altitude increment h2-h I is
small relative to some initially known reference altitude hl, leads to the
determination of the value of h2 the altitude of these observations:
RT [_n - _n p2 ] (38)h2 = hl + _ Pl
where T is the mean value of temperature between T 1 and T2. Successive pairs
of values of P2 and T2 thus lead to altitude profiles of pressure and temper-
ature provided the altitude of the first observation is known.
The various high-altltude rocketborne experiments measure parameters
which lead to one or the other of the thermodynamic properties, and rarely
are these measured "directly" as with a thermometer, thermocouple system, or
thermistor system for temperature determination, or as with an aneroid or
mercurial barometer in the case of pressure or by some inertial device in
the case of density. On the contrary they are all measured indirectly. Thus,
for these observations it is meaningless to consider which is the independent
and which is the dependent observation as is done by Buell [3]. Typical
examples of the types of upper atmosphere observation follow.
• I-J3
In the grenade experiment, the mean velocity of sound is determined
for a series of successive atmospheric layers. This is accomplished by
a ground-based microphone array which measures the phase velocity of the
wave system generated by each of a series of grenade bursts. These obser-
vations lead to values of mean temperatures for the altitude layers between
successive grenade bursts.
In the falling-sphere experiment, the drag acceleration ad experienced
by the falling sphere is measured, either directly by an accelerometer or
indirectly from radar tracking data. These same radar data or the results
of single and double integration of the net acceleration (gravity minus
drag) lead to velocity v and altitude h. These values of ad and v when
combined with the appropriate value of drag coefficient cd and the area-
tv u,=oo L=_lu l==d _u u=,_Ly at alLitud_ h. wnlle the only thermodynamic
property measured is density, this measurement can hardly be considered a
direct or independent one.
In the pitot-tube experiment, ratios of impact pressures to cone-wall
pressures or to ambient pressures are measured, sometimes with aneroid type
pressure gauges, but more likely by some form of ionization gauge which
actually measures particle number density. These pressure ratios lead to
Mach numbers as well as to ambient pressure. The Mach number along with
rocket velocity from some form of radar observation leads to sound speed
and then to temperature.
In various ionization gauges experiments, measurements lead to the
number density, mass density, or pressure depending upon calibration of
the location of the gauge on the rocket, the rocket altitude and wall-
temperature considerations.
In none of the above methods may the temperatures, densities or pres-
sures be considered directly independent observations. While some of the
measurement techniques have smaller errors than others, for various reasons,
there appears to be no other inherent advantage to having measured one or
another of the thermodynamic properties at various altitudes. With each
method, altitude profiles of p, T, and p may be obtained ultimately for each
of the individual soundings considered provided the correct initial condi-
tions are met.
The investigators involved in the various atmospheric sounding experi-
ments do not always derive all three of the thermodynamic properties p, T,
and 0 from their observed data, and in some instances, the methods employed
by one investigator may lead to greater uncertainties than that used by
another. The study being herein reported used only the results of those
soundings for which there existed a published set of density-altitude values,
and only these data were used regardless of what other data may also have
been published. Thus, in one sense, denslty-altitude data may be considered
as the independent data in this study. The related temperatures for each
sounding is used in this study were determined in all cases by a numerical
integration form of Equation (31) and the pressures were then determined
using Equation (I).
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DATA SOURCES AND PRELIMXNAI_ STEPS
A total uf 437 soundings covering the period 1947 to early 1965
were assembled for analysis. This basic data was collected from 45
different sources including journal articles, institutional reports
and private communications. Table i gives an inventory of the sound-
ings showing the number available from each of 25 different launch
sites. With the exception of three flights 3 data published in the
reports of the Meteorological Rocket Network _RN) [22] were not "taken
as the basic source of data in this study. MRN reports do 3 however 2
contain the same or revised forms of data for a considerable number of
soundings used by us. The originally published forms of the soundings
used had the common feature of denslty-altitude profiles p(Z) in one of
a number of systems of units. Temperatures or pressures were fre-
quently not published with the basic density data in the original sources 3
and when published, were arrived at by a variety of methods. Consequent-
ly, to obtain uniformity 3 all temperature-altitude data used in this study
were recomputed by us from the density-altitude data for each sounding
using Equation (3_ i.e._ the principle of downward integration of the
density-altitude data. The perfect integral of Equation (31) was re-
placed by a numerical-integratlon procedure using a semi-logarlthmlc
trapezoidal rule described by Minzner and Sauermann [23]. The resul-
tingte_peratures, the original densities, and the Gas Law were then
used to calculate the pressure-altltude profile. These data were com-
piled and published in a separate scientific technical report by Minzner,
Morgenstern and Mello [5].
Checking and Editing
The calculated temperatures served as a basis for checking the
quality of the density data and for verifying the key-punching accuracy.
The computed temperatures were compared with interpolated values of the
temperatures of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere [I] and with the original-
ly published temperatures when these were available. The machine list-
ings of the resulting temperature differences were then reviewed noting
any large temperature differences or any abrupt change in differences
from one level to the next. Such situations result from abnormal in-
crements in the value of _ gn O/AZ versus altitudej and suggested key-
punch errors or other difficulties in the basic data cards. The related
data cards and the basic data were then checked and corrected when neces-
sary. In at least two instances, this test indicated errors in the basic
publication from which our data had been taken. Corrections of the basic
data were made in these instances. At least six cases were found where
one investigator in each of four different reports in the same year, had
smoothed one or more extreme temperature values within'a sounding with-
























Some observed density data were shown by this test to have a very
erratic behavior, which most likely was not real but which probably
represented the uncertainty in some phase of the measurement. Where
such erratic observations resulted in density inversions; i.e., density
increasing with increasing altitude, the data were either eliminated or
smoothed in one of two ways: (1) in a selective smoothing process, in-
divldual data points were adjusted to eliminate isolated density inver-
sions, and (2) in a number of other instances where many inversions
existed within a sounding 3 a third order root-mean-square fit was made
of the entire sounding. Soundings containing identical densities for
two successive levels yielded impossible temperatures at the lowest of
these levels, and these cases were eliminated by selective adjustment
of density-data pairs. The pressure-altitude profiles, which in some
instances were published in the original data source_ were universally
disregarded in the c_eck/ng and editing procedures.
Soundings of which the data have been adjusted in one of several
ways have been given appropriate code designations in the separate data
report. In spite of the very large effort expended in editing the
density-altitude data_ at least four soundings containing uncorrected
density inversions have been found since the publication of this data [5].
Normalizing the Data to Integer Altitudes
The values of density temperature and pressure published in the
data report are given for the same altitudes cited in the basic source
of the data. In the current statistical study, however, the data for
the various soundings must all be normalized to a common set of alti-
tudes. The set chosen is the series of successive integer geometric
kilometer altitudes between the greatest and lowest altitude of the
sounding. (It has since been determined that integer geopotential
kilometer altitudes would have been preferable.) The adjustment of
the data to this common set of altitudes were performed by a series of
steps, the first of which was a semilogarithmic interpolation of the
density-altitude data. The interpolated densities then served as the
basis for a calculation of a temperature-altitude profile at the inte-
ger altitudes using the same method previously described. This tempera-
ture calculation, as in the case of that used for the data report, ac-
counted for the variation of the acceleration of gravity with latitude
of the site, as well as with altitude over the site. The temperature
calculation also effectively accounted for possible diffusive separa-
tion (or change in molecular weight of air) at high altitudes by
yielding a result which is commonly called molecular scale temperature [6].
This refinement, accounting for variations in molecular weight 3 is in-
significant for data below II0 or 120 kmaltltude_ but its influence at
higher altitudes can be considerable. The molecular scale temperature
was then used in the Gas Law equation with the related density values
and with the appropriate constants to yield rigorously correct pressures
at the integer altitudes.
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The corresponding values of denslty_ temperature and pressure at
successive integer altitudes for each of 437 soundings_ comprises the
set of data hereinafter designated as the interpolated data. These
data have an internal consistency and homogeneity in basic editing and
method of generation which we believe adds considerably to the validlty
of the statistical results of this study. These data have not been
separately publlShed_ bbt exist as a set of 17j000 IBM cards. In addi-
tion to the values of the three altltude-dependent parameters 3 density 3
temperature# and pressure 3 each card also contains a number of other
pieces of information which are fixed for any partlcular sounding. This
other information includes the following: (i) the date and time of the
•sounding in Greenwich or universal time_ (2) the site of the launching_
(3) the solar flux for the day preceeding and for the day of the launch-
ing 2 and (4) three sets of codes designating seasonal groupingsj diurnal
groupings 3 and a latitude grouping. The Greenwich time was assigned to
each so_!nding on the basis of local standard time 3 plus or minus a time-
zone correction. The solar flux was taken from the recordings of the
10.7-cm radiation at Ottawa 2 Canada [24725 ]. The seasonal 3 diurnal and
latitudinal codes were assigned in a manner described in the following
sections.
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STRATIFICATION OF THE DATA
Seasonal, Diurnal and Latitudinal Coding of the Data
The four basic types of seasonal divisions and one special seasonal
division are determined and coded. These divisions are based on various
numbers of days relative to the vernal equinox as shown in Table 2. They
include a 16-season division, an 8-season division, a 4-season division,
a 2-season division, and an extreme-season division.
TWo kinds of diurnal divisions have been coded; a six-period divi-
sion and a three-period division. These are based on the following
criteria: (I) subsolar angle or zenith angle of the sun during daylight
hours, (2) local apparent noon and midnight, and (3) height of earth's
shadow during nighttime periods. These divisions are shown in Table 3
and in Figure I.
Only one kind of latitude-belt division was coded, that shown in
Table 4. This division allows for 7 latitude belts in a single hemi-
sphere, each belt being 15 degrees wide with the exception of the tropi-
cal and polar belts which are only 7.5 degrees in one hemisphere. Data
from a particular latitude belt in the southern hemisphere are combined
with data in the corresponding latitude belt in the northern hemisphere
after the southern hemisphere data have had a 183-day phase shift ap-
plied prior to the seasonal designation. A second type of latitude-belt
division was considered. In this one, adjacent pairs of those belts des-
ignated in Table 4 would have been combined. Thus belts 0 plus I, 2 plus
3, and 4 plus 5 form three wider belts. No coding was developed speci-
fically for this division, although some initial calculations were made
on the basis of such s division.
Four-Season Stratification of the Data
The four types of seasonal divisions, two types of diurnal divi-
sions and two types of latitudinal division lead to 16 possible types
of stratifications of the data in regard to the three variables;
season, diurnal period, and latitude band. The system of codes greatly
facilitated the process of trying various combinations of divisions and
of sorting the data into homogeneous stratifications. Several different
sortings were made to study the variation of sample size for different
degrees of space and time resolution. For the number of soundings avail-
able (437) the maximum usable resolution of the three variables was
judged after several trials to be four seasons, three diurnal periods
(daytime, nighttime and diurnal transition), and six latitude belts.
This leads to 72 possible basic cells. The distribution of maximum
sample size (maximum number of soundings per cell) for such resolution
is shown in Figure 2.
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TABLE 2
DEFINING CONDITIONS OF SEASONAL CODING FOR NON-LEAP YEARS
Date
Day Days Sixteen- Eight- Four- Two- Extreme-
of in Season Season Season Season Season
Year Season Code Code Code Code Code
Feb 26 57 .........
23 16 S
Mmr 21 80 --- 7 P
23 I R
Apr 13 103 ...... I 1
23 2 N
May 06 126 --- 0 G
23 3
May 29 149 .........
23 4 S
Jun 21 172 --- 1 U
23 5 M
Jul 14 195 ...... M 2
23 6 E
Aug 06 218 --- 2 R
23 7
Aug 29 241 .........
23 8 A
Sep 21 264 --- 3 U
23 9 T
Oct 14 287 ...... U 3
23 i0 M
Nov 06 310 --- 4 N
22 ii
Nov 28 332 .........
23 12 W
Dec 21 355 --- 5 I
22 13 N
Jan 12 12 ...... T 4
23' 14 E
Feb 04 35 --- 6 R
22 15
Feb 26 57 .........
23 16
Mar 21 80 --- 7
23 i




























For Southern Hemisphere sites the seasons are inverted by subtracting 183
from the number of the day of the year when that number is equal to or
greater than 183_ or by adding 183 when that number is less than 183.
For leap years_ one day is added to the day of the year for months March
through December. Correspondingly no correction is made for the accumu-
lated quarter-day errors in successive members of the remainder of the
four year cycle 3 insofar as the seasonal division is concerned.
Abbreviations: SUX - Summer Extreme, WIX - Winter Extreme,
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TAm_3
DIURNAL CODING AS RELATED TO RANGES OF






Angle Apparent 6-Class 3-Class
Time
Code Code
> 300 km > 60 Deg













300 km > 60Deg 2 Nighttime
Midnight is never designated as 24.00 Hours of the just-endlng day.










0.00 to +07.50 0 Equatorial SA
0.00 to -07.50 0 Equatorial
+7.51 to +22.50
-7.51 to -22.50





2 Subtropical AQ,EG, HA, PM, WS
+37.51 to +52.50
-37.51 to -52.50






FC, SB, SD, SE, SG, SH
+67.51 to +82.50
-67.51 to -82.50
5 Arctic HI 3SC 3TH





Latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere are designated positive.




DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS AS USED IN THE COMPUTER CODING PROGRAM
SUB - sub-solar angle
APAR - local apparent time



















































































































































Distribution of soundings into a three-dlmenslonal array of
cells distinguishing three diurnal perlods, four seasons 3
and six latitude belts, when the indicated layers are stacked
normal to the plane of the paper in ascending order of belt
number.
Figure 2 represents a partial disection of a six-layer, three-
dimensional array of cells in which each layer is shown as a separate
part of the figure. Each layer is associated with a particular lati-
tude belt and represents a two-dimenslonal array of 12 cells stemming
from four seasonal units and three diurnal-perlod units.
A comparison of statistical results associated with any horizontal
row of three cells (left to right in the plane of the paper) should in-
dicate any influence of diurnal variability within a particular season
and latitude belt. A comparison of results associated with any column
of three cells, top to bottom in the plane of the paper should indicate
any influence of seasonal variability within a particular diurnal period
and latitude belt. A comparison of results associated with any column
of six cells normal to the plane of the paper in the three-dimensional
view (i.e._ cells of corresponding season and diurnal period_ one from
each of the six latitude belts) should indicate any influence of lati-
tudinal variability within a particular season or diurnal period.
The numbers within the 72 different cells represent the numbers of
soundings (from our data set) which are associated with the particular
cells. The most populous latitude belt is the subtropical belt with
184 soundings. This number accounts for over 40 percent of the total
sample. The remainder of the data are distributed somewhat uniformly
across the other latitude belts_ with the exception of the equitorlal
belt for which there is but a single sounding in our sample.
Figure 2 shows the 184 soundings of latitude belt 2 (in which
Patrick Air Force Base is located) to be reasonably well distributed
among the four seasons and three diurnal periods. This situation is
fortunate since it permits the examination of the associated data for
seasonal and diurnal variability which could then be used as a predic-
tor of conditions at Patrick Air Force Base.
Little reliance could be placed upon any atmospheric variability
between latitude hands 0 and I which might be demonstrated by the data
of the single sounding in belt 0 when compared with the data of the
80 soundings in belt I. Consequently 2 for this study_ the data from
the single belt-0 sounding were combined with the data in the corres-
ponding cell of latitude belt I_ thereby eliminating latitude belt 0,
and reducing the number of basic cells under consideration to 60.
(Therefore all subsequent discussion of Figure 2 will refer to only
latitude belts I through 5).
The four totals in the right-hand column of each of the two-
dimensional arrays of cells in Figure 2 represent the sums of soundings
in each of the associated four seasons disregarding diurnal periods.
Each of these sums is associated with what we call a compressed cell_
wherein the number of soundings is increased at the expense of losing
the opportunity of discerning the influence of one of the variables, in
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this instance the diurnal period. The stacked three-dimensional array
of cells of Figure 2, when viewed from the right, shows a set of 20
first-compression cells in the latitude-season plane as presented in
Figure 3. A comparison of statistical results associated with any hori-
zontal row of 4 cells in Figure 3 should indicate any influence of
seasonal variability within a given latitude belt, provided it is not
masked by the unresolved diurnal variability. Similarly, a comparison
of results associated with any vertical column should indicate any in-
fluence of a latitudinal variability within a given season, without re-
gard to diurnal period.
The three totals in the bottom row of each of the five latitude
sections in Figure 2 represent the sums of the number of soundings in
the four seasons _or any one diurnal period. These numbers are associ-
ated with a set of 15 first-compression cells within which the number
of soundings is increased at the expense of losing the seasonal resolu-
tion. As viewed from the front of the stacked array of Figure 2, this
set of first-compression cells lies in the plane defined by latitude
and diurnal periods as shown in Figure 4. A comparison of statistical
results associated with any horizontal row of these cells permits the
examination of diurnal variability at a fixed latitude, without regard
for season. Similarly, a comparison of results of any vertical column
of these cells permits the examination of latitudinal variability for a
fixed diurnal period, provided that the unresolved seasonal variability
does not obscure the results.
The first four totals in the bottom row of the array of Figure 3
represent the totals of the corresponding columns. Each of these
numbers is associated with one member of a set of four second-compression
cells within which neither diurnal period nor latitude belt is resolved.
These cells constitute a one-dimensional array in which only the season
is resolved. The first five totals in the right-hand column of the array
of Figure 3 are each associated with a corresponding member of a set of
five second-compression cells. In this instance, neither the four sea-
sons nor the three-diurnal periods are resolved. Hence, these five cells
constitute a one-dimensional array in which latitude belt is the only
resolved variable.
Similarly, the three totals in the bottom row of the array of
Figure 4 are each associated with corresponding members of a set of three
second-compression cells. In this instance, however, it is the four sea-
sons and six latitude belts which are not resolved. Thus, these cells
constitute a one-dimensional array in which only diurnal period is re-
solved.
The number on the lower right-hand corner of the array of Figure 3
is the identical sum of the corresponding column and row. This number is
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15 13 21 14
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i0 29 20 22








Figure 3. Distribution of soundings into four distinct sets of cells --
one flrst-compression set• two different second-compression
sets_ and one thlrd-compression set -- where the four sets of
cells distinguish respectively the following seasonal and
latitudinal divisions: four seasonal periods and five lati-
tude belts -- four seasonal periods only -- five latitude
belts only• and neither seasonal periods nor latitude belts.
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ARCTIC 3 BELT 5
SUBARCTIC 3 BELT 4
MIDLATITUDE 3 BELT 3
SUBTROPICAL 3 BELT 2
















Figure 4. Distribution of soundings into two distinct sets of cells --
one first-compresslon set, and one second-compression set --
where the two sets of cells distinguish respectively the
following diurnal and latitudinal divisions. Three diurnal
periods and five latitude belts_ and three diurnal periods
only.
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associated with a single third-compression cell in which none of the
three variables, season, diurnal period, or latitude belt is resolved.
The number in this cell is, of course, the size of the total sample.
The total number of cells defined in the four-season classifications de-
scribed above is 108.
Extreme-Season Stratification
In addition to the four-season classification scheme shown in
Figures 2, 3, and 4, the data were also stratified according to a two
extreme-season classification. One of these extreme seasons consists of
a summer extreme which is half the length of the previously defined sum-
mer season, and covers the 46-day period following the summer solstice.
The second extreme season consists of a winter extreme which covers the
46-day period following the winter solstice. These two subsets were de-
signed to aid in the detection of extremes of any statistical model
which depends upon the annual heating and cooling cycle.
As in the four-season classification, the sounding data in the
summer-extreme and winter-extreme classes were further stratified into
three times-of-day periods, and five latitude belts. This stratifica-
tion leads to 30 basic cells for which the sample sizes are shown in
the basic portions of the five layers of the three-dimensional array in
Figure 5. Each horizontal row of these basic cells was compressed across
diurnal periods yielding first-compresslon cells with numbers of sound-
ings shown in the columns entitled total in each section of Figure 5.
These ten, first-compression, extreme-season cells are shown grouped in
the season-latitude plane in Figure 6. Here the results of a second
compression, this one across latltude belts, is shown as two cells with
sounding numbers given in the totals of Figure 6. Figure 6 bears the
same relationship to Figure 5 as Figure 3 bears to Figure 2.
No second-compression, extreme-season cells were obtained by com-
pressing across seasons. This is because the annual mean value so ob-
tained would not be as valid as one obtained from the four, quarter-
year periods. There is, therefore, no extreme-season, second-compression
diagram comparable to the basic second-compression diagram of Figure 4.
There are also no corresponding data cells for analysis.
In the extreme-season category, a total of 12 compressed cells and
30 basic ceUs yield a sum of 42 extreme-season cells. These cells added
to the 60 basic cells and the 48 compressed cells in the four-season
category yield a total of 90 basic cells and 60 compressed cells or a
grand total of 150 defined data cells.
Sample-Size Distribution Within the Data Cells
A review of the 150 possible data cells shows that a wide range of
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Figure 5. Distribution of soundings into a three-dimensional array of
cells distinguishing three diurnal periods. Two extreme-
season periods 3 and five latitude belts, when the indicated
layers are stacked normal to the plane of the paper in
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Figure 6. Distribution of soundings into two distinct sets of cells --
one first compression set 3 and one second-compression set --
where the two sets of cells distinguish respectively the
following diurnal and latitudinal divisions. Two extreme-
season periods and five latitude belts 3 and two extreme-
season periods only.
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soundings. Sixteen basic cells contain no soundings from our sample,
14 contain soundings such that there is one and only one data point at
any altitude, while I0 additional cells contain soundings such that the
greatest concentration of data points at any particular altitude is two.
Since our programs made statistical analyses only for sample sizes of
3 or more, no computations were made for 40 of the basic cells. Hence,
results exist for only Ii0 data cells.
There are st least four general factors which contribute to the
disproportionate distribution of the sample size; these factors involve
geographical, sociological, psycological and astronomical considera-
tions. Of these, only the latter can be specifically defined, but some
subjective comments appear to be applicable to the others. The more re-
v..
lugs merely because of the logistical problems involved. The first half
of the winter-extreme period between December 21 and mid-January have
very few soundings in any latitude belt largely because of the holidays.
Arctic and subarctic regions are most uncomfortable during the winter,
and field parties tend to avoid discomfort by avoiding extreme conditions.
These reasons are largely responsible for the fact that only 37 percent
of all extreme-season soundings occurred during the winter-extreme period.
In retrospect it is apparent that defined astronomical conditions for
day and night divisions in our study are responsible for a large amount of
the disproportionate distribution of sample size, particularly in latitude
belts 4 and 5, although these reasons also apply to a lesser degree to lati-
tude belt 3. Our definition of daytime required the local elevation angle
of the sun to be greater than 30 degrees. It may be demonstrated, there-
fore, that no winter or wlnter-extreme daytime conditions are possible in
latitude belts 4 and 5 and that only a few hours of such daytime condi-
tions exist in latitude belt 3. In particular, on the day of the winter
solstice no such daytime conditions exist at latitudes greater than
36.56 ° and even at the summer solstice, the northern boundary of the arc-
tic belt is just within the latitude which satisfies the condition. Simi-
larly, autumn daytime conditions are almost non-existent in the arctic
belt with the total number of daytime hours per autumn season gradually
increasing as the latitude decreases.
Our definition of nighttime required an earth's shadow height of
300 km. It may be shown that this condition is met at local midnight
when the sum of the latitude and the declination angle is equal to or
less than 71.43 degrees (atmospheric refraction being considered).
Taking the value of the sun's declination angle for those dates which
serve as boundaries to the several seasons as defined by us, one may
readily estimate the periods when no nighttime conditions exists at the
various latitudes. One sees that there is no summer night in the arctic
and almost none in the subarctic. Even at the more northerly portions of
latitude belt 3, summer nighttime as defined by us does not exist for some
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days around the summer solstice. Spring and autumn nighttimes are severely
curtailed in the arctic and partly curtailed in the subarctic and mid-lati-
tudes by our definition.
High-Resolution Stratifications
A finer resolution of the three variables, season, diurnal period
snd latitude wss elso considered during the early part of this study. This
resolution involved eight seasons, six diurnal periods and five latitude
bands. It leads consequently to a total of 240 basic cells without consi-
dering shy compression cells. The basic three-dimensional array of cells
for this resolution, with the number of sounding of our basic data in each
cell is given in Figure 7. The many cells in such an array which have
fewer than three soundings make it obvious that our basic data set is too
small for such resolution.
Special Stratifications
In addition to the uniform sequency of data stratifications described
above, several special data groupings were used. The objective here was
to obtain increased sample sizes by selectively grouping some of the higher
resolution cells. The three special stratifications were:
(i) Division of the annual cycle into winter half and summer half
seasons (see Table 2). This grouping was made only for the data in the
tropical and arctic latitude belts.
(2) All data from the subtropical and mid-latitude belts were com-
bined into a single 30 ° latitude belt class.
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DIURNAL PERIODS
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Figure 7. Distribution of soundings according to six diurnal periods,
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The computations leading to the graphs of Appendix A and B were per-
formed on an IBM 1620 digital computer and required several sequential
stages of operation due to the limited storage capacity of this data proc-
essing system. The first stage dealt with the statistics of the 90 basic
cells (not considering the equatorial belt) whose sounding distributions
are depicted in Figures 2 and 4 of the basic text. This stage involved
two programs :
The first program, called SLU_ATION-I, calculated the sums of each
thermodynamic variable, the sum of squares of these variables, and the sum
of appropriate cross-products of these variables at each integral altitude
for the number of samples in each of the basic cells. The input consisted
of the processed sounding data within each latitude belt sorted according
to altitude. The output of this program was presented on consecutive pairs
of punched cards, each pair for a specific altitude of one cell, in accord-
ance with the description in Tables C-I and C-2. This output was used as
the input to 8 second program, called STAT-I, which progra_ned the evalua-
tion of the terms in the two Buell statistical equations being studied, and
which determined the apparent discrepancies between the related terms of
these equations for each altitude of each basic data cell. The output of
STAT-1 was presented on consecutive sets of three punched cards, each set
of 3 for a specific altitude within a particular cell, with a punch format
as indicated in Tables C-3, C-4, and C-5.
In the second stage of calculation, the output of the SUMMATION-I
program, sorted according to altitude, was used as input ot a third computer
program called STAT-2. This program performed three functions:
(I) It combined the summation values of the basic cells into compressed
summations appropriate to the first-compresslon cells whose sounding distri-
butions are presented in Figures 3 and 4 of the basic text.
(2) It also combined the summation values into compressed summations
appropriate to those 5-second compression cells of Figure 3 of the basic text
which represent compression across seasonal periods.
(3) It also performed the functions of the STAT-I Program for each of
these flrst-compression and second-compresslon cells. Summation cards I and
2, as well as Star cards i, 2, and 3, for these cells resulted from this
program.
In the third stage, the smmmtion data associated with those cells
involved in the output of STAT-2 were used as input to STAT-3 Program. In
a manner similar to the second-stage calculations, the data for the cells
used as input were compressed, but this time, across latitude belts to yield
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sunmmtion and stat cards appropriate to the remaining second-compresslon
cells referred to in Figures 3 and 4 of the basic text and to the single
thlrd-compression cell referred to in Figure 4 of the basic text.
The interrelation between the sunffination input quantities and the
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TABLE C-6
INPUT DATA AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
PUNCHED-rN-T-E-_E'-DTA-TE AND FTN-AC-R-_GLTS O-F--B-OE-LL---EO-u-A-I"-IO_--A-_A-L-?-_"-IS
IHT X
SD X X X X X X
5DD X X X X
ST X "X X X X
INPUT STT X X X
DATA 5P X X X X





S s S c C C -_- R R A _--_ --I"
INTERMEDIATE I I I 0 0 0 0 H H V V V H
PUNCHED G G G E E E V 0 0 G G _ --T
QUANTITIES D T P F F F D D P D T P
D T P T T D CARD ITEM
AVGP Y I 3
OUTPUT
RMDT1 Y Y
RMDT2 I I Y I















PIHJ y y y Y 2 5
C-ARD 3 3 3 _ 3 3 Y--Y--_-'-I-- q --T _L-L--O-0TPUT- CAR_
AND
ITEM 3 4 5''b' I _ b' I0 _ 9 iO 3 Z fILM NUMbEH
X DESIGNATES RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INPUT AND INTERMEQIATE QUANTITIES
Y DESIGNATES R-E'-LXT--I_N_HT_-I_E'-T_E-EN-TNTE'-R_EI_I-ATE--AT__U-TP-UT-'OUA-IqI"-IT-I-EY
I DESIGNATES PUNCHED INTERMEDIATE VALUES IMPLICATE IN SPECIFIC OUTPUT
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APPENDIX D
STATISTICAL DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS
The following equations serve to define certain statistical quanti-
ties used in the data processing related to this report.
1. The arithmetic average x of n separate observations of the vari-
able x is defined by
n





2. The departure of any single observation x from the mean value x
of a set of observations is designated by x' so that
x' = x - x (D-2)
S imi lar ly
R
y, = y - y 0)-3)
as
3. The covariance c[x,y] between two variables x and y is defined
c[x,y] (x;. (D-4)
iffii
This can be expressed in a form more convenient for computation as
n _.(x,y) - _.(x) z(y) 0>-5)
c[x,y] = 2
n





A more convenient computational form is




5. The coefficient of correlation r[x,y] between the two variables
x and y is defined as
c[x,y]
r[x,y] = _[x] _[y] (D-S)
From Equations (D-5), (D-7), and (D-8) it follows that
fix,y] = n _.(xy) - (_x_)(_.y)
_1/2 ,_ =,,._2,, .,..2.1/2 (V-9)r. r.(Y2) - t_v_ 2
6. The above equations are the ones used in the calculations graphed
in Appendices A and B. Each is written from the point of view Chat the
sample size is relatively large. Small sample sizes are known to bias the
results of the standard deviation so Chat this quantity tends Co become in-
creasingly too small as sample size is decreased. This situation is nor-
mally corrected by replacing n 2 by n(n-1) in the denominator of Equation
(D-7). Applying this factor to the standard deviation of each variable
yields a corrected form for the covariance
Cr[X,y] = (oriel) (r[x] • cr[y] • r[x,y] (D-Z0)
The following tables provide a list of values of n/n-i for sample sizes
of 3 to i0 and represent the factors by which the various parts of the
graphs in Appendix A should be increased to overcome the small sample
bias.
TABLE D-I
CORRECTIONS TO BE APPLIED TO EQUATION D-10, AND
HENCE TO THE GRAPHS OF APPENDIX A TO

























DENSITY DEVIATIONS FROM THE U. S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 1962
AND THE PATRICK REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE 1963
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PROCESSING OF THE DATA
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Standard and reference atmospheres have been prepared for various locations
on earth and for other celestial bodies, frequently on the basis of minimal data
and even on the basis of pure speculation. The utility of these standard or
reference atmospheres is greatly increased when one has supplementary knowledge
regarding the variability of the real atmosphere relative to these models. This
present study is an attempt to improve the utility of both the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere [I]* and the Patrick Reference Atmosphere [2] by comparing these
models in the altitude range of 30 to 120 kmwlth observations over various
sites at various times of the year.
Comparisons such as those made in this study could be based on density,
temperature, or pressure, or perhaps on some other atmospheric property. This
study, however, is made on the basis of density data. This parameter was
selected because many atmospheric-sounding techniques measure density more or
less directly, and because most published sounding data include atmospheric
density, even where temperature or pressure data are absent.
Sun_ary of Results
This report consists primarily of a catalogue of two groups of machine
plotted graphs. The first group consists of 48 graphs comparing various sets
of data with the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The second group consists of 48
graphs comparing the same sets of observed data with the Patrick Reference
Atmosphere. Each graph contains a primary curve and two auxiliary curves for
a particular combination of site r and season s, hereafter called the rs cell.
The primary curve consists of a set of d_ots connected by a solid line, and
represents the percentage departure of p(Z)r s the mean density-altitude profile
for the rs cell from the denslty-altltude profile of aspeclfled reference or
standard atmosphere. The two auxiliary curves both designated by unconnected +
signs fall one on each side of the primary__curve, and deal with o(P)r s the
standard deviation of the data from whlch p(z)r s was determined. One of these
curves represents the percent departure of the quantity [p(z) + a(p)] from the
specified reference or standard atmosphere while the other represents a similar
percent departure of the quantity [_(z) - a(P)]rs.




The 48 density-altltude profiles which are compared with the two reference
atmospheres were prepared from the data of 211 soundings. These come,from sum-
mer and winter observations over II fixed land sites and 7 different ship sites.
A chronological list of these soundings is given as Appendix A to this report.
The density-altitude data for 176 of these soundings has been previously pub-
lished as a data report _[3].
Initial Grouping
Data for I0 or more soundings were available for most of the sites involved
in the study. In the case of ship sites, however, the data consisted at most of
the up and down legs of single soundings. Such a small sample size for seven or
more sites was considered to be undesirable. Consequently, since five ship-
based soundings existed for the subarctic latitude band, these five soundings
were grouped together as a single site designated Ship (subarctic). The two
remaining ship sites have latitudes 49°N and 74.5°N respectively, and could not
readily be grouped with other soundings. These are designated Ship (midlat)
and Ship (arctic) respectively. Thus, mean denslty-altitude profiles were com-
puted for only three nominal ship sites. The three nominal ship sites plus the
eleven fixed land sites are designated by name and latitude in Table I.
Both summer and winter denslty-altitude profiles were available for most
of the sites, and where possible separate mean-summer and mean-wlnter profiles
were prepared for each site. Since soundings were available for only one of
the two seasons at five of these sites, only 23 of the possible 28 different
mean denslty-altltude profiles were prepared for the 14 sites. These are for
the combinations of season and site designated by X's in Table I.
The boundaries separating the winter half and the summer half of the year
were taken to be identically 00:00 hours on March 16 GMT in the spring, and
identically 00:00 hours on September 16 GMT in the fall. The period between
September 16 and March 16 was taken to be the winter half of the year for
northern-hemlsphere sites. A reversal of this situation prevailed for the other
half of the year.
Data Compression
Within the 23 X-type mean sets of data, no sounding is used more than once.
The original soundings are reused however in 25 additional sets of data which
were formed by compress_ing the 23 X-type sets in several different ways. One
compression consists of a combining of the data from the various sites into
latitudinal-mean sets according to the manner on which the site latitudes fall
into the 15-degree-wide latitude bands designated in Table i. Thus, the


















































7.5 - 22.5 Y Y 0
22.5 - 37.5 Y ¥ 0
37.5 - 52.5 Y Y 0
52.5 - 67.5 Y Y 0




combined into two latitudinal sets : a tropical summer set and a troplcal
winter set. Southern-hemlsphere data were readily combined with northern-
hemisphere data by virtue of the prevlously assigned convention regarding
season. Similar compressions of summer and winter data were also made for
soundings within four other latitudinal bends, with all of these compressions
designated by YIs in Table I. Thusj the data sets designated by Y's represent
a regrouping of the entirety of the basic data, originally in 23 sets, now into
9 sets.
A further compression was made across all latitude bands. All the summer
data for all sites were put into one set, and all the winter data for all sites
were put into the other set. These two sets called All Sites are designated by
Z's in Table I. In this regrouping, the entlrety of the basic data has been
combined into two sets.
Yet another compression, that of the two Z sets into a single set, yielded
a group of annual data for All Sites designated by W in Table I.
Annual sets have also been formed by combining summer and winter sets for
any partlcular site or latltudeband. These are designated by O's in Table I.
No annual sets were formed for those sites or latitude bands not having both
summer and winter data.
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PROCESSING OF THE DATA
Initial Adjustment and Interpolation of the Basic Data
The basic data for this study consists of the density-altitude values
from each of the 211 soundings listed in Appendix A. This data was obtained
from the sources indicated in the associated references. Some of these
density-altitude values were published for altitudes expressed in integer
kilometer values, with densities expressed as kg per cubic meter. Others
were published for altitude values expressed in kilometers plus decimal
fractions of kilometers, with densities in grams per cubic centimeter. Still
others were published for altitudes expressed in feet, and densities expressed
in slugs per cubic ft. The initial step in the utilization of these data was
the conversion to a single system of units, kilometers for altitude and kilo-
grams per cubic meter for density, using standard conversion factors. In
this form, the data were punched onto IBM cards.
Most of the data were still not in suitable form to permit combining the
various soundings mathematically. This was because most density data were
not presented for a common set of altitudes. This dlfflculty was eliminated
by applying a semilogritbmlc interpolation using a digital calculator. The
process used is described in the following paragraph:
Assume that Ze, 0 e and Zf, Of are two consecutive density-altitude
points in the tabulation of a sounding, such that
Ze < Z i _< Zf (I)
where Z i is the largest integer multiple of I km satisfying Relationship (I).
If Z i is equal to Zf, no Interpolation is required. If Zi is less than Zf
but greater than Ze, the density corresponding to Zi is taken to be
(lnof - 1rip e)
Pi '= exp [lno e + (Zf - Z e) (Zi - Ze)]
(2)
If consecutive data points are separated by 2 or more kilometers, several
integer values of Zi satisfy Relationship (I), and each of these values of Z i
is used in Equation (2). If consecutive data points are separated by less
than I km, only those successive values which encompass Integer-kilometer
values are used in th_s interpolation process, and the remainder of the values
are discarded.
Along with the density data for the appropriate integer-kilometer




The data cards for all 211 soundings were first combined and chronologi-
cally sorted according to altitude. They were recomblned in order of altitude
from the highest to the lowest altitude, so that, for example, the entire set
of data cards for 87 km altitude for all slte-season cells followed directly
after the similar set of data cards for 88 km. When the entire lot was then
sorted according to site, fourteen sets of cards were established. Each
of these sets was then sorted according to two seasons. Because of the ab-
sence of summer or winter data at particular sites, this sort yielded the 23
X-type sets shown in Table i.
A card containing the greatest kilometer altitude of the set and the
site-season code for the set was prepared for each of these 23 sets and
placed at the beginning of each set. A card containing i in column I was
placed at the end of each set, and the 23 sets were reassembled in alphabeti-
cal order of the initial letter of the site.
Computation of Averages
The program for computing averages was designed to compute and punch
the following information on one card for each kilometer altitude in each of
the 23 slte-season sets:
z_ the number of values of density P at each altitude
P the average of _ values of p at each altitude
the average of _ values of p2 at each altitude
ID the site-season identification code
2










When the values of _, _, and p2 for lowest altitude in the set were computed,
a separator card with a i in column I was punched.
The computation of the averages resulted in a considerable reduction in
the total number of cards involved in the processing since this output yielded
but one card per kilometer altitude per site. This computation was followed
by the statistics program.
Statistics Program
The statistics program consisted of the application of five steps to each
of the slte-season sets of averages: The first of these involved the calcula-
tion of o(0) the standard deviation of the density values for each kilometer
altitude. This was accomplished by the following equation:
1/2
o(P) ,,[_', n,n - 1(_')2. n] (5)
In the second step, PCDS the percent departure of 0 from OST, the corresponding
density of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, was calculated as a means of detecting
systematic differences of P(z) from the denslty-altitude profile of the U.S.
Standard Atmosphere. This calculation was preceded by reading into the compu-
ter the set of standard atmosphere densities for altitudes from I km to 220 km,
in increments of I km. The equation governing this calculation is
- ST) 100FCDS ffi ST (6)
m
The function, average density versus altitude, designated P(z) is essenti-
ally exponential, and when plotted on a semilogarithmic scale, small irregular-
ities from one altitude to the next, resulting from irregularities in the
original data, are frequently hardly discernible. When compared with the smooth
computed denslty-altitude function OST(z), in the manner of Equation 6, the linear
graph of the resulting values of PCDS appear to emphasize the irregularities in
_(z) in a manner which often tends to obscure the systematic differences. Con-
sequently, a 5-point smoothing process applied to the values of PCDS was
incorporated into the calculation.
The third step in the statistic program was the smoothing of PCDS values
over 5 km intervals using a set of smoothing formulae from Hildebrand [4 ]. This
process is designed to yield a smoothed value SleDS corresponding to each un-
smoothed member PCDS in a site-season set. No data points are lost, but the
smoothing formulae ar_e different for the first two and the last two members of
the set (i.e., for the two highest and two lowest altitudes), than for the
remainder of the set. The successive members of the set of SPCDS values are
designated by subscript Indicies k as are the corresponding members of the set
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of PDCSvalues. Thus, with index k = I designating the value associated with
the highest altitude, and index k = N designatlng the value associated wlth the
low_st altitude, wehave:
SPCDSI "_" (3PCDS I + 2PCDS 2 + PCDS 3 - PCDSb)/5 (7)
SPCDS 2 = (4PCDS I + 3PCDS 2 + 2PCDS 3 + PCDS4)/IO ' (8)
SPCDS k = (PCDSk_ 2 + PCDSk_ 1 + PCDS k + PCDSk+ 1
+ PcDsk+2)/S
(9)
for those values of k meeting the condition 3 _ _ - 2
SPCDSN_ 1 = (4PCDS N + 3PCDSN_ 1 + 2PCDSN. 2 + PCDSN_3)/IO (lO)
SPCDS N = (3PCDS N + 2PCDSN. I + PCDSN. 2 + PCDSN_4)/5 (II)
Systematic differences between _ and PST are believed to be associated with
layers whose thickness may be expressed in lO's of kilometers; consequently the
5-point smoothing should not significantly affect such differences, if they do
exist.
The fourth step in the statistics program consisted of the generation of
S_, a smoothed value of average density, corresponding to each of the values
of SPCD in a site-season set. This quantity is generated by the following
equation:
S_ k = OSTk + [(SPCDS k . PSTk)/1001 (12)
The fifth step of the statistics program consisted of the generation of
values for two additional quantities, UB and LB. These are the percentage of
deviations from PSTk, of S_k plus and minus, respectively, the corresponding
value of o(p)k which was computed in step one. The values of UB and LB, when
plotted as a function of altitude, provide a kind of smoothed set of upper and
lower bounds, in terms of percentage dev_ tion from the standard, within which
about 67% of the data making up the altitude profile of SPCDS is located.
Accordingly, these quantities are designated UB (upper bound) and LB (lower
bound). They are computed by the following equations:
E 'JUB = - 100 (13)PST
LB _[SU" c(P)- PST10ST I00
(I4)
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TABLE 2 PERCENT DEVIATION OF THE MEAN ATMOSPHERIC SUMMER U_NbITY
OVFR ALBUQUERQUE FROM DENSITIES OF THE U,So STANDARD ATMOSPHhk£
7 MFAN RHO SMOOTH RHO N D SMOOTH D DI D2
67, .1735E-03 .1716E-03 11,
66, ,1810E-03 .1876E-03 11,
65..2C2OE-03 .2044E-03 11,
6a, o7189E-03 .2237E-03 11,
6_. ,244_E-03 .2479E-03 11,
67. ,27_5F-03 ,2764E-03 11,
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57, .Sn?6E-03 ,5014E-03 16.
56. ,5679F-03 .5610E-03 16.
55, ,6263E-03 .6250E-03 16,
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a9, .1715E-02 .1215E-02 16,
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T1_e quanti.ties resulting from steps 3 and 5, i.e., SPCDS, UB and lJ_ for
each altit,de w_thin a site-season set, comprise the most significant
results of the calculation, and these are then machine plotted as a
function of altitude for each of the 23 basic site season sets of data.
In addition, seven of the computed quantities were tab,,]ated as a
[unction of altitude for each of the 23 basic site-season sets of data
(as well as for the remaining 25 site-season sets of data designated in
Table I for both the U. S. Standard and Patrick reference atmospheres).
^ sample tabulation is presented as Ta_= 2, where the headings are re-
lated to the symbols in the equations as indicated in Table 3. The
totality of the tabulation of the type of Table 2 for all cases examined
consisted of several hundred pages. Because of its great bulk, this
tabulation is not included in this report.
TABLE 3










,, ,,,,# = ,, ,,,
Preparation of Compressed Sets
The preparation of the results of the several sets of compressed
data,as designated by symbols Y, Z, W, and 0 in Table I, did not require
a return to the basic interpolated data. Rather, the various averages
computed for the basic 23 sets of data served as the starting data for
estab1_sh_ng new sets of averages in the averages-of-averages program.
The simplest compression consisted of combining suu_ner and winter data
[or a particular site as designated by 0 in Table i. In this in-
stance, the summer averages and winter averages for a single site were
!_and selected, combined, and sorted according to decreasing altitude.
The set was preceded by a new header card designating the greatest alti-
rude and ID of the new compressed sit-season designation. It was fo[low-
,.d [,y a separator card which is blank except for a 1 in column i.
11-12
2
The computer reads the quantities R, O, and 0 on the flrs_t card
for a given height and computes the corresponding quantities 710 and _O •
It performs the same operation on the_data for each of m cards for a
given altitude. The m values of R, nO, and of _o 2 are then combined to
get the followlng three quantities [I_: M, the sum of the m values of
m of _ [3], and the average ofn [2], O, the average of the m values _,












These quantities, along with the site-season ID for the compressed set,
are then punched out for each altitude in the compressed site-season set,
and these data serve as new input to the statistics program.
By combining the averages of the appropriate basic 23 sets of site-
season data, the output is readily prepared for the graphs of all 48
site-seasons sets designated in Table I. These graphs, using the U. S.
Standard Atmosphere as a reference model, are designated Figures IS
through 48S.
Comparisons Relative to the Patrick Reference Atmosphere
The particulalmodel, relative to which the data of the several
site-season sets are compared, is introduced into the calculations in
the statistics program. After the first 48 sets of output were computed
and plotted relative to the U. S. Standard Atmosphere, the averages for
each of the 48 site season sets were reintroduced into the statistics
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program. This time, however, the Patrick Reference Atmosphere was used
in place of the U. S Standard Atmosphere. This procedure resulted
ultimately in the second set of 48 graphs designated IP to 48P.
The study and analysis of these graphs is beyond the scope of this
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FIGURE 15. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC"
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER ASCENSION ISLAND
FROM DENSITIES OF THE UeS. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 25, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER ALBUQUERQUE
FROM DENSITIES OF THE UoS. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE



















































FIGURE 3S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATNOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER ALBUQUERQUE
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FIGURE 45, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER ALBUOUERQUE
FROM DENSITIES OF THE U,Se STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 5S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER EGLIN RANGE





























FIGURE 6So PERCENT DEVIAT|ON OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER FORT CHURCHILL
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FIGURE 9Se PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATNOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER GUAN
































FIGURE 10S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER HOLLOMAN AFB
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FIGURE 11S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER HOLLONAN AFB
FROM DENSITIES OF THE UeS. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 12S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER HOLLOMAN AFB










































FIGURE 13S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SLIMMER DENSITIES OVER KWAJALE|N
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FIGURE 145. PERCENTDEVIATION OF MEANATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER KWAJALEIN































FIGURE 15S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER KMAJALE|N



















































FIGURE 16S, PERCENTDEVIATION OF MEANATMOSPHERIC
SUMMERDENSITIES OVER POINT MUGU
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FIGURE 17So PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER POINT MUGU
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FIGURE 18Se PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL OENSITIES OVER POINT MUGU
FROM DENSITIES OF THE U.So STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 19S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF i_EAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUIqlqER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (ARCTIC)
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FIGURE 20S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (MIDLAT,)





























FIGURE 21Se PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMNER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (SUBARCTICI
FROM DENSITIES OF THE UeSe STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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iFIGURE 22So PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATMOSPHER|C
WINTER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (SUBARCTIC)
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FIGURE 23S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (SUBARCTIC)
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FIGURE 24S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN, ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER WALLOPS ISLAND
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FIGURE 255o PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER WALLOPS ISLAND
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FIGURE 26S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER MALLOPS ISLAND






































FIGURE 275* PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER MHITE SANDS
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FIGURE 285o PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER WHITE SANDS
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FIGURE 29S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER WHITE SANDS
FROM DENSITIES OF THE U.S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 30S, PERCENTDEVIATION OF MEAN ATHOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER WOOMERA AUSTo
FROM DENSITIES OF THE U.So STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 31So PERCENT DEVIATION OF NE/_I ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER WOONERA AUST.
FROM DENSITIES OF THE UoSo STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 32S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER WOOMERA AUSTo

















































rFIGURE 33S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER THE TROPICS
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FIGURE 34S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER THE TROPICS
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FIGURE 35S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER THE TROPICS
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FIGURE 36S. PERCENTDEVIATION OF MEANATMOSPHERIC
SUMMERDENSITIES OVER.THE SUBTROPICS
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FIGURE 375. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER THE SUBTROPI'CS
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FIGURE 385. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER THE SUBTROPICS




















































FIGURE 39S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC.
SUNIqER DENSITIES OVER M|DLATITUDES

































FIGURE 40S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER MIDLATITUDES
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FIGURE 41S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATNOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER MIDLATITUDES
FROM DENSITIES OF THE UoSo STANDARD ATNOSPHERE
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FIGURE 42So PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER THE SUBARCTIC
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FIGURE 45S. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATNOSPHERIC
suIqNER DENSITIES OVER THE ARCTIC
FRON DENSITIES OF THE UeS, STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 46So PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER ALL SITES














FIGURE 47So PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER ALL SITES
























FIGURE 48S, PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATNOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER ALL SITES








































































FIGURE 1Pc PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATNOSPHERIC
SUNNER DENSITIES OVER ASCENSION ISLAND

























FIGURE 2P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER ALBUOUEROUE
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FIGURE 3P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER ALBUQUERQUE















































FIGURE 4P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER ALBUOUEROUE
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REFo ATNOSPHERE
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FIGURE 5P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATNOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER EGLIN RANGE
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FIGURE 6P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER FORT CHURCHILL
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FIGURE 9P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER GUAN




























FIGURE lOPo PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMNER DENSITIES OVER HOLLONAN AFB














































FIGURE 11P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
MINTER DENSITIES OVER HOLLOMAN AFB








































FIGURE 12Po PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER HOLLOMAN AFB
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FIGURE 13P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER KMAJALEIN
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FIGURE 14P= PERCENTDEVIATION OF HEAN ATHOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER KWAJALEIN



































FIGURE 15P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER KWAJALE|N
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FIGURE 16P. PERCENTDEVIATION OF MEANATMOSPHERIC
SUMMERDENSITIES OVER POINT MUGU
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FIGURE 17P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER POINT MUGU
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FIGURE 18P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN A1MOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER POINT MUGU
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF, ATNOSPHERE
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FIGURE 19P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (ARCTIC)
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF, ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 20P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATHOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (HIDLATo)
FROH DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF. ATHOSPHERE
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FIGURE 21P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUNMER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (SUBARCTIC)
FRON DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REFe ATNOSPHERE
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FIGURE 22Po PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (SUBARCTIC)
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FIGURE 23P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER A SHIP (SUBARCTIC)
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF. ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 24P= PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER WALLOPS ISLAND
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FIGURE 25P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHER|C
WINTER DENSITIES OVER WALLOPS ISLAND
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF. ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 26Pe PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER WALLOPS ISLAND



































FIGURE 27P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATNOSPHER|C
SUMNER DENSIT]ES OVER WH|TE SANDS
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF. ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 28Po PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER WHITE SANDS
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FIGURE 29P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER WHITE SANDS
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF. ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 30Po PERCENT DEVIATION OF HEAN ATHOSPHERIC
SUNNER DENSITIES OVER WOONERA AUST.
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REFo ATHOSPHERE
I10 4



























FIGURE 31Po PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHER|C
MINTER DENSITIES OVER NOOMERA AUST.
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF. ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 32P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER WOOMERA AUSTo








































FIGURE 33P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMNER DENSITIES OVER THE TROPICS
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FIGURE 34P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER THE TROPICS
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FIGURE 35Pe PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHER|C
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER THE TROPICS
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FIGURE 36P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER THE SUBTROPICS

































FIGURE 3TP. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER THE SUBTROPICS
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FIGURE 38Po PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER THE SUBTROPICS































FIGURE 39P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER M|DLATtTUDES
FROM DENSITIES OF THE PATRICK REF. ATMOSPHERE
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FIGURE 40P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER NIDLATiTUDES







FIGURE 41P. PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER MIDLATITUDES
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FIGURE 42P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATHOSPHERIC
SUMMER DENSITIES OVER THE SUBARCTIC
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FIGURE 4SP. PERCENTDEVIATION OF MEANATNOSPHERIC
SUNMERDENSITIES OVER THE ARCTIC
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FIGURE 46P, PERCENTDEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
SUMMERDENSITIES OVER ALL SITES


















































FIGURE 47Pe PERCENT DEVIATION OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC
WINTER DENSITIES OVER ALL SITES
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FIGURE 48P, PERCENT DEVIATION OF NEAN ATNOSPHERIC
ANNUAL DENSITIES OVER ALL SITES











































































CHRONOIDGICAL LIST OF SOUNDINGS COMPRISING THE DATA
AND
THE SOURCES OF THESE DATA
H-115
TABLE A1
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY OBSERVATIONS FOR ALTITUDES IN EXCLS5 OF
30 KILOMETERS FROM ROCKET SOUNDINGS AND
GROUND-BASED SOUNDING PROBES LISTED CHRONOLOGICALLY
PLACE SOLAR FLUX LOCAL SUU- MAXIMUM N_MoC_
GMT DATE + TIME AND E+22 JOULE SUN SOLAR AND OF DEN
TECH / SQ M TIME ANGLE MINIMWM PTS ANu


















05115152 01 16 WS D 74,9
05/3u/52 08 22 AQ L 91.8
06114152 05 42 AQ L 75.3
06116152 06 45 AQ L 76.6
U6/22/52 06 O0 AQ L 90.9
06123152 06 O0 AO L 91,3
0R/03/52 10 17 AO L 83,8
09118152 04 32 AQ L 77.3
09/19/52 06 41 AQ L 76,4
09/25/52 06 07 AQ L 83.5
09126152 06 35 AQ L 84.8
09127152 07 35 AQ L 82.2
10111152 03 35 AQ L 79,6
]G112152 03 O0 AQ L NoD.
10117152 04 30 AQ L 77,1
10119152 03 40 AQ L 74,1
10tP_t52 09 55 AQ L 85,1
10122152 14 21 HA G 85,1
lu/23/52 05-30 AQ L 90,2
10124152 05 35 AQ L 90,1
]2/]1/52 23 47 WS D 89_2
04123153 19 33 WS D 75,4
WS G 308.8 324.3 11,11
WS G 146,6 159,5
WS G 206.0 185,8 18.43 86,4
WS G 130,5 128.8 iO,O4 44.6
WS G 166;5 159,1 15.97 55-1
HA G 124,6 123.3 07.92 54,0
AQ L N.D, N,D,
AQ L 9"2.7 88,4
AO L 88,0 N.D,
AQ L 97.0 106-9
AQ L 106,9 112-0
AQ L 113.3 106,9
AQ L 109.0 NeD,
AQ L 110.8 108.2
WS G 86.3 86.7 10.44
WS G N-D, 130-5 10,82


























































94-3 16.80 88,3 75









































































(.}8/05/53 21 54 58 O 70,0
08/11/53 17 09 S_ G 80,8
09/29/53 20 50A WS D 71,8
09129/53 20 50B WS D 71,8
07119/54 16 OOA SB G 66,6







07/25154 18 45A 58 G N.D, 67,.0 14,97
u7/25154 18 458 $_ G N,D, 67,0 14.97
06/24/55 18 O_A WI.D 93,2 82,9 13,00
06124155 18 04B wl D 93,2 82,9 13,00
07106/56 !800A WI D 158, 156, 12,89













10123156 08 40 FC G 191.
11/02/56 1.8 40A SB D 241,
11/02/56 18 408 $B D 241,
11/04/56 18 54A SB D 225,
11104/56 18 548 58 D 225,
11/I0/56_.15 17A SB D 305.
11/10/56 15 17B SB D 305.
11112156 11 57 FC S 283,
11117156 16 48A FC G 257,
11/17156 16 48B FC G 257.
11/21/56 05 21 FC M 216,
07/22157 04 16 FC S 244,
07124/57 05 29 FC S 250,
07129157 22 OOA FC G 212,















01125158 19 12A FC D 211,
01125158 19 12B FC D 211.
01127158 06 04 FC S 220.
01/27/58 18 48A FC S 220.
01/27/58 18 488 FC D 220.
01/27158 19 18 FC G 220.
01/29/58 19 06A FC D 189.
01/29158 19 068 FC D 189.
02122158 02 02 FC M 172.
02/24/58 07 00 FC G 212.
02124158 t)7 _5 FC G 212.
03/04/58 19 30A FC D 223.
03104158 19 30B FC D 223.
03123158 18 07 FC M 266.















































i0.80 79.2 195 195
22.86 139.3 210 110
21.91 96.8 83 24
23.12 100.6 82 32
15.64 56.1 82 20
15.64 56.1 21V I00
09.66 50.9 64 34
20.19 95.1 81 32
07.83 66-8 88 33






















19.55 110.9 215 115
00.52 130.5 202 202
9U 53
13.U5 66.4 85 57
13.05 66.4 _i I_
ii.75 57,8 180 ii0






















































































04/17158 10 57 WO S 197,
07/15/58 20 08 FC G 182.
10/15/58 01 U5 FC G 225.
10120158 22 01 FC G 296.
1u/31/58 19 59A FC G 228*


















GM S 166. 166.
GM $ 163, 166-
GM 5 174, 183.
84 26
13,78 41,9 86 JV
1N.u6 105,3 _b dZ
16.02 84.4 72 53
14.00 49.8 llu 22
14.00 49.8 188 i00
22.27 154.7 58 28
21,77 147.6 67 29
04,62 113.7 67 29
GM 5183.
GM S 194, 200-
GM$ 194. 200.
FC_ 200, 213,
GM S 213' 229,
WO F 225. 230-
wO S 22.5, 230,
WO S 230. 222-
187, 01..23 161.3 63 28
20.54 130.1 lb 2.7
03'67 127,1 59 22
16.01 93-2 103 • 55
04.07 121.5 74 28
19.53 96.9 140 117
86 48
54 41























06/06/6l 21 48A WI D
06/06161 21 48B wl D


















03/01162 18 07A EG D 122.

















































22,87 1.17.7 81 25
74 63
15.06 77.6 93 28
19.22 94.9 152.132
78 44
18.56 104-4 73 30
21.17 134.3 77 30
86 42
86 45
07.87 64-2 76 29
18.U3 80.4 81 22
23.93 125.7 _7 22
16.81 62.6 93 56
16.81 62.6 91 46
16.81 62.6 110 33
69 27
16.99 65.2 88 26
I0.91 21.5 76 25
05,36 84.6 84 _8
9,54 39.9 22U 120
19,07 101.1 61 28
132 98
12,13 38.0 97 60
12,13 38.0 95 36
18,86 104.7 81 26
06.02 94.2 86 26
80 34
18.76 98.3 87 27
18,95 99.5 91 27
87 32
85 43















































O5118162 18 02 WI M 93.:=
O6105162 12 45 WS R 85.
06/06/62 2340 W! G 85.

































05109165 O00IA FC S 83.
U3/ug163 O0 ulB wl S 83.
03129163 02 57A KW D 73.
05/29163 02 57B KW D 73,
04/17/63 09 23 WO 5 88.
06/06/63 14 30 WS M 78.
06118165 ()3 28A KW D 86.
06/13/65 03 28B KW D 86.
06120/63 03 OOA KW D 79.
06/20/63 03 OOB KW D 79.
01/10/63 17 04 W5 R 69.
08/u2/63 23 33 Wl D 87.
IU/15163 09 51 WO S 86.
10/15/63 ii 48 WO S 86.
IC/15163 15 09 WO S 86.
10/15/63 19 22 WO S 86.
III04/63 I0 OOA WS D 83.
11/04/65 I0 008 WS D 83.
11104/65 i0 31 KW D 83.
iiIu4/63 12 27 KW D 83-
Ii/04/63 24 dOA W5 D 83.
Ii/[)4/63 24 008 W5 D 83.
11/09/63 16 26A KW D 76.
11/09/63 16 265 KW D 76.
11/14/63 14-58A KW D 78.
11/]4/63 14 585 KW D 78.
11/26/63 18 44A Wl D 82.
11126/63 18 448 W| D 82.
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